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Every system needs a structure. and so it is tOO with the business of foreign
language learning. Ali teachers. we must structure a system of impanlnl the 
skills of a language which may be alien to our learners in key concepts and 
in its form. It is obvious that our success or failure dtpend!i on and in mtaliured 
by our objtctives. The PUlpaSC of this paper is to highlight the inseparable 
t .... ins. linluistic and communicative compelence, two aspectS of lanluage pro
ficiency related respectively to the form and the conten! of infolmation 
e:<changc. 

�neraJly, we must imparl the skills of s�akina. understanding. readlnl 
and writing in Ihe laTlel languagc. But In view of the limited time available 
for teachina foreiln languages, we must in efftct emphasise those aspecu whleh 
will help us ;utain our obJettiH: mOSt thoroughly and quickly Siote Jinguislic 
and communicative competence are interdependent, there i s  n o  question of 
excludin& ont in favour oftht othtr. Whtn students come to us for the first 
time, we musl rightly assume that they havt had no. OT Iltgligiblt, prevIous 
uposure to the lurgel language. We are, as it .... ere. prest'nted .... ith a ("lean 
sl31e, bUI only apparently Everyone brin&! with him - 10 a greatCT or lesser 
extent - the ways of thinking and formulating whleh colltctively are termed 
'\:ulture" Methodoloay and curriculum mUSltake Ihe background of Ihc 
learners inlO account, and this in itself distinguishes foreign-language Itachina 
from the exact sciences. In communications terms, .... e may say that the teacher 
can be successful as a tran$mitter only if the signals which he sends out arc 
satisfactorily re«ived Not only must his impulses be received, Ihey must be 
interpreted and inlernalised. Only then, to take the analogy a Step further. 
can .... e say that leacher and learner are on the same "wavelength" It is the 
teacher's duty to facilitate this compatibility of cuhurtS. While .... e are bound 
10 expect a reasonable 51aDdard of diligence on the part of the learner. we 
must ensure that our 5ilnals are capable of being internalised by the ic:arner 
In short, Ihe leacher must transform his learnc" into a responsi\'e and ap
preciative audience. 

In practice, .... e may have 10 sacrifice: somethinl of the "purity" of ttv: target 
language for the sake of our audience. Hut we should remember thai e\'en 
nlltive speakers often do not use their language In quite the way prescribed 
in the textbooks. Even morc impaTlantly, it [s virtually impossible to be fully 
conversant with every aspc:tt of every branch of a language Our daily lives 
arc so oraaniscd that we anively use only a miniscule portion of the wealth 
of vncahulary and iyntax whic-h i$ theoretic-ally al our di5poJal. Evft1 our 
passive knowledge of language fall5 far short of the theoretically possible 
range. An astonishinalY meagre: number of words and patterns forms our basic. 
day·to-day vocabulary Thil has been variously estimated, but certainly would 
nO( exceed 2000 words. lnaea.sing specialisation in socit1)' does nOt encourage 
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or justify an extension of our basic mode of expression. While most have 
access (0 their own rarified word-fields, aU others outside the circle of the 
initiated cannot understand them because they have little or no significance 
(0 their daily lives 

This is in effect a linguistic selection process based on the needs and realities 

of different sections of the community All inherit the common pool of basic 
language patterns which characterise a language bloc. As it is a prerequisite 
for normal communication between people of a particular culture, indeed as 
it is the most obvious manifestation of a cultural identity, it could be called 
a language infrastructure. The rarification of language occurs in specific. goal
oriented pursuits, and is evident in not one, but numerous superstructures. 
For example, the terminology of businessmen, doctors, farmers and carpenters 
has evolved over the centuries into clearly definable word-fields There are 
nO\\ virtually secret codes which one must adopt and be familiar with in order 

to be effective in one's chosen field If one were to remain on the level of 
the language infrastructure, one would be reduced to expressing banalities. 

We must next examine the value to the learner in concentrating all his ef
forts on mastering the infrastructure of the foreign language At some stage, 
a native speaker of the targel language also had to learn it. He did lhis first 
by emulating his parents and others whom he encountered and assimilating 
what he copied, then his formal education directed and concretised his learn
ing approach. As a rule, no nalive speaker ever attains perfection in applying 
the basic linguistic pallerns wilh which he has been equipped by his home 
and school environment. Progressively, over the years, his ability to unders
tand, and to be understood by, others around him is intensified. Especially 
in the formative, pre-school years up until about six years of age, the child 
makes various, increasingly complex attempts to assert himself linguistically 
in the adult world This results in the familiar type of speech known as child's 

language. Wilh lhis experimental mode of communication, lhe child displays 
his inability at that stage of development to master the intricacies of the adult 
language infrastructure. Usually, however, the child succeeds in getting his 
message across. Typically, the child is thus linguistically incompetent as com
pared to an adult, but is to a varying degree communicatively competent. All 

the formal errors of language which lhe child may commit in expressing his 
needs and wants, are secondary to the transfer of information which com
prises the content of the child's utterance 

In the real world, it matters little whether a verb is wrongly conjugated, 
an adjective incorrectly inflected or a noun is given the right gender What 
does matter, is that the signal transmitted is substantially the same as that 
which is intended, that the receiver interprets the signal in the way that the 
transmitter intended, and that the signal refers to something in the real world. 
Unfortunately, the process of osmotic learning by children does not have an 
exact equivalent in adult learners. 

First, adulls tend to be mentally less flexible than children and usually have 
got out of lhe habil of learning, as such, wilh the end of their formal educa
lion. Secondly, adullS tend 10 apply to the target language many of lhe deeply

ingrained language patterns of their mother tongue. These can prove to be a 
constant source of frustration for student and teacher alike. Thirdly, and most 
importantly, the child is immersed from the time of his birth in his 
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linguistic/cultural environment where the acquisition of language is the child's 
lOp priority for social survival. By contrast, the adult learner ha.., periodic, 
superficial encounters with the target language and culture. Short of packing 
all our students off to Europe, say, for a few years, there is nothing to be 
done about this. The closest we can come to immersion in the new linguistic 
environment, are superintensive courses conducted away from interference 
by the learner's own linguistic environment Practicalities and logistics make 
this method all but impossible. Likewise, the "direct method" of foreign
language teaching, i.e. conducting the class solely in the target language, falters 
on the need for massive amounts of backup materials, technical aids and ap
propriate textbooks It is often expediem to resor! La a bare minumum of 
the learner's own language to clarify panicularly complex subject matter in 

the target language. 
We are all too often confronted with the student's relying overly on his 

mother tongue to come to grips with the foreign language. Sometimes, he 
even enlists the aid of a third language, so we end up with a string of transla
tion exercises like: bahasa Malaysia to English to German. This would be 
no problem if it were not for the fact that he then automatically limits his 
proficiency in the target language to his ability as a translator His proficien
cy in the language which he uses as his medium is a further limiting factor 
The dogged tenacity of many students to cling on to patterns more appropriate
ly found in, say bahasa Malaysia or English, is the root of the problem. It 
should be pointed out that the learner's tendency to translate occurs spon
taneously, and becomes more pronounced and more heavily relied on as he 
gets older Regardless of whether we see this tendency as an exploitable tool, 
or as a constam irritation, we should in any event recognise its existence and 
make provision to deal with it in our syllabus. 

As with all old habils, we must devise a programme which eilher destroys 

this tendency, or which attempts to make the best of a bad situation. If we 
choose the former approach, we run the real danger of alienating and/or con
fusing our learners. They come to regard the translation technique as a per
sonalised study aid in the mastery of syntax and vocabulary Even so, gram
matical errors still occur and that vital spark of spontaneity is removed from 
the classroom setting. Besides, most studems rightly assume that native 
speakers will allow them a generous margin of error and that the quest for 
formal perfection is both time-consuming and tortuous. So our question re
mains. How can we make the best of a bad situation? The question almost 
answers itself, if we acknowledge that "switching over" from one language 
to ariother is the learner's objective, and that this process involves transla
tion both into and from the target language. It then becomes the teacher's 
job to equip the learner with the appropriate "labels", i.e. the approximate 
equivalents in terms of content and meaning between the learner's language 
and the target language. Expressed more starkly, the teacher should com
promise on grammatical finesse, and concentrate on basic communication, 
by playing down many of the things which inhibit the learner's feeling of 
achievement in the target language. To use an analogy, we should concen
trate on the building, rather than on the individual building-blocks. We may 
indeed end up with a somewhat shaky structure, but a structure nonetheless. 
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The resul1.s will be of immediate practical application to the learner; he can 
spcnclless time breaking his head on what for him are essentially meaningless 
intelleclual e.xerciscs. and surge ahead on language superstructure connected 

with his work, hobbies and other aspect.s of his life. II is undeniable that a 
certain licence to make formal mistakes , serves an jmponam mouvat.1onaJ 
function for the learner , who is spared the embarrassment anJ interruption 
of being cominually corrected by the teacher While learners should ideally 

be equally proficient In the linguistic and communicative modes of the foreign 
language, the communicative approach bears more fruit. more quickly for 
a general audience of learners. 

Once we acC'_ept the validity of (he communicative model, we open up in
tcresting and rewarding new paths. That much-maligned mode, colloquial 
language, comes within the learner's grasp. Arguably, the true richness of 
a language is cOl1lall1ed in itS idioms, proverbs Jnd colloquialisms. And unlike 
the literary tradition of a culture, it is readily perceived as being i.iving and 
enlivening. With colloquialisms, the learner call marc closely approximate toe 
normai speech patt.erns of Ihe native speaker, and can in some measure com
penSHCf' for his lack or mastery of the formal eiemems. No mailer how good 
his textbook knowledge of a language, the learner needs colloquialisms LO 
transcend the jaded style of grammar-based subject matter To the n:nive 

speaker, it appears (ha! the learner has captured somcthing of the substance 
and fCel of t.he ianguage , not.withstanding the dist raction caused by mistakes 
he may make. Colloquial usage is of practical application in the four areas 
of sk ills which we endeavour to imparl. Such proficiency is clearly of most 
use in speaking and listening, where there is real . or alleasl simulated, human 
interface . Siw3tionall11odules arc probably the beSt form for practising every
day language , be they dialogues, debates or imaginary situations set in the 
foreign country However. colloquial knowledge is not without its uses in 
reading and writing, give-n thal most language is written as it is spoken. This 
is especi ally t.he case in private correspondence with native speakers, a most 
valuable learning tool, in which person-to�person contact in the larget language 
intensifies its relevance and immediacy 

Communicative competenc� is dearly pcople.-orientcct. But it c..1nnOt by itself 
solve all the problems created by t.he fact Ihat. there are hundreds 01" languages 
in the world. Sometimes, we must be vcry explicit and precise in what we ex
press , and it is useless trying to flgloss over" deficiencies in our knowledge 
At ot her t.imes, we me-rely need to reinforce our communicative competence 
with a select.ion of words and expressions which we can be reasonably e.x

peeled to know in our employment and daily livcs. In such ease.,,) vie can start 
looking at language for speCial purposes. This is a valid attempt to define 
mOrt rigorously the goals of any specific language programme. For foreign 
languages, a Skeleton knowledge of language inl"raslructure is 3n adequaH' 
basis for specialist vocabulary After the acquisition of rudiment.ary formulas 
for sel1lence construction, deveJoprnelH of the superstructure goes hancl·in
hand w i th consoiidation of the infras!ructure. True, the learner IS language 
proiiciency would be generally cI�ssed basic, but Ihis is outweighed by its 
usefulness in a specific field. In rela(ively few fields need linguistic competence 
gain the upper hand in the superstructure, most notnbly in the precise 
disciplines such as cngi neering aJld mathemat ics in which students 3re oasicalJy 
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presented with a one-way flow or inrormation, and syntax acts as indispen
sable elements or a mathematical equation. And in even rewer fields need there 
be a balanced mixture of communicative and linguistic competence. The 

nOlable example is translation, where Ihe Iranslator is dUly-bound to provide 
a faithful version of the original plausibly phrased in a second language. But 
even here, we can make distinctions in the objectives of particular program
mes, depending on the genre in question. To say otherwise, would be tanta
mount to saying that one needs exactly the same skill in translating Shakespeare 
as in translating Einstein. 

There is still vast potential for the development of communicatively-based, 
special-purpose foreign language programmes in Malaysia. Such program
mes would instil skills which could be applied in the country itself, or with 

appropriatc adju"tmcnts, in the roreign counlry For example, goodwill is 
generated from the investment of time and energy in learning a few hundred 
words and expressions liable to be used in the tourist industry Similarly, voca
tional training abroad would become more meaningful if students were to 
have a survival kit of basic, applicable patterns before they left Malaysia for 

a country in which a foreign language is spoken. While such a course would 
present organisational problems, the results would justify the effort. 

In my opinion, learning a foreign language is a worthwhile exercise in its 
own right. It raises the learner's horizons and is a further step in understan
ding our fellow human beings But to ensure that all Ihe effort we make in 
leaching and learning is fully justified, we should consciously experiment to 
find the mix of linguistic and communicative competence which is best suited 

to our objectives. In any event, we should nOl presume that grammatical forms 

should predominate, nor should we dismiss communicatively-oriented usage 

as imprecise, and hence inferior My rhetorical question "Linguistic or com
municative competence - which wins?" is loaded, in that it already presup
poses a specific objective. If we find that our objective is a very general one, 
then we should be scrupulously careful to weight them equally And as a 
general rule, we can say that linguistic competence has little meaning if it does 
nOI roster the learner's ability to communicate in a foreign language 
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